This paper considers the e ect of changing matrix coe cients in a linear program after we have obtained an interior solution. Changes are restricted to where there remains an optimal solution to the perturbed problem (called \ad-missible"). Mills' minimax theorem provides one approach and has been used for similar sensitivity analysis from a basic optimum. Here we consider the effect on the optimal partition and how the analysis results relate to the classical approach that uses a basic solution.
In the study of how data changes a ects an optimal solution, most attention has been on the rim data: (b; c), so-called because it appears on the rim of a schematic depicting an LP model. We suppose we have an optimal solution, and we are interested in the e ect of perturbing A. This has been considered with respect to its e ect on the optimal objective value, using Mills' minimax theorem 13], extended by Williams 18] , which gives the directional derivative (when it exists). Subsequent results consider the range of a change for which a particular basis remains optimal. Here we develop analogous results for when the optimal partition, determined by having an interior solution, remains invariant.
The next section presents the most basic terms and concepts needed for what follows. More generally, the technical terms used throughout this paper are de ned in the Mathematical Programming Glossary 8] . For a comprehensive background into the optimal partition, see 17, 19] . For particular applications to sensitivity analysis, see 6] , and for underlying theory of rim sensitivity analysis from an interior solution, see 1, 7, 10, 11, 14] . As sensitivity analysis is extended to consider changing matrix coe cients, we shall be comparing our results with classical analysis from a basic solution. A key reference is 2] (also see some of the recent advances in 3]). The tolerance approach 15, 16] can also be extended with the use of generalized inverses, much like they use basis inverses.
Technical Background
Let P(A) and D(A) denote the primal and dual polyhedra, respectively. For We are interested in the e ect of changing the matrix to A + A for > 0, where A is a xed m n matrix, called the change direction. One of our main concerns is how to establish a range of for which the optimal partition does not change. Analogous to the rim variation, we are also concerned with how the partition changes when it must change for a particular direction matrix. First, we recall a central minimax theorem that provides some information about the e ect of changing A without regard to what kind of solution we have obtained (i.e., basic or interior). Then, in the next section, we review what is known about the e ect on a basic optimum. This is in order to be self contained and establish some analogies we shall consider in the subsequent section that contains the new results.
Although we assume no rim variation, this analysis includes that case by suitable transformation. For example, augment primal variables x 0 and x n+1 to obtain the equivalent LP: The rst constraint, x 0 ?cx 0, is the only one containing x 0 , so the minimum value of x 0 equals the minimum of cx. The last two constraints, x n+1 1
and ?x n+1 ?1 force x n+1 = 1, which then makes the remaining constraints equivalent to the original canonical system, Ax b. Now the rim vectors, b and c, are included in the transformed matrix, so they can be perturbed as part of the matrix coe cient change. We say A is an admissible change if the LP de ned by A + A has an optimal solution | equivalently, if the primal and dual conditions are feasible:
9(x;y) 0 Proof: Let k def = supf : A 2 P k g for k = 1; : : :; K. Since each P k is convex, either k = 1 or 0; k A) P k and A 6 2 P k for > k ( k A may or may not be in P k ). There exists k for which ( A) = k , so if ( A) = 1; ( A) = 0; 1). If each k is nite, ( A) = maxf k g. Suppose this maximum is for k . We have ( A) = f 0: A 2 P k g = 0; k ) or 0; k ] (depending on whether P k contains the boundary point). for A 2 D. A key theorem, essentially due to Mills 13] and extended by Williams 18] , gives the directional derivative of the optimal objective value when it exists. Let f k g ! 0, and de ne the set of optimal limit points:
In Mills' proof of his minimax theorem, he assumes normalization constraints, P j x j = 1 and P j y j = 1. This is natural in his game-theoretic context, where x and y are probabilities over a complete set of strategies, and it is often assumed in analysis of interior point methods (with scaling). The normalization is assumed to be una ected by perturbation, which implies P 1 (A; A) D 1 (A; A) 6 = ;; otherwise, it is possible for there to be no limit points of any primal-dual optimal sequence. Here is an example (suggested by Stephen Billups): The rest of this paper is concerned with the range of when the matrix change is A, where A is a xed direction of change. The special case of varying one coe cient, say A ij , is with A = e T i e j . In the next section we review what is known about maintaining the optimality of a basis. Then, we derive similar results for maintaining the optimality of the partition.
A perspective to keep in mind when comparing classical methods that assume a basic solution is that those methods derive ranges for which the basis remains optimal. Here we obtain the (unique) optimal partition from an interior solution, and we are interested in the question: What is the range for which 6 the optimal partition does not change? A companion paper 7] on rim analysis addressed more than this. This question alone highlights a fundamental di erence in the sensitivity information sought, but the methodology we shall present here has great similarity to classical analysis from a basic solution. (See 6] for practical situations where the optimal partition provides more information than a basis.) 3 
Basic Ranges
Given an optimal basis, partition A in the usual way: Another approach, following Gal 2] , is to suppose A = p q, where p is a column vector in IR m and q is a row vector in IR n . The case of changing row i is with p = e T i and q arbitrary (the change vector for the row). Similarly, the case of changing the j-th column is with p arbitrary and q = e j . It is useful to interpret this by activity analysis, where each column represents an activity's input (if A ij < 0) or output (if A ij > 0). (Details of this can be found in 9].) In the present case, this says that this activity (j) is currently not economical, relative to the basic prices. It remains uneconomical if this coe cient is decreased because that means the unit output is less or that the input requirement is more. On the other hand, if the coe cient is increased, it eventually reaches a value when it is equally economical to enter it into the basis, namely when its reduced cost becomes zero (at = d j =y i ).
If the coe cient is N ij , nothing is a ected, so the range of this coe cient is (?1; 1). In terms of the derived inequalities, we have p N = 0, p B = e T i , q B = 0 and q N = e j , so all solution variables remain constant. In words, this says it does not matter the rate that the j-th activity consumes or produces the i-th entity since it has no value (i.e., y i = 0).
If the coe cient is B ij , the only e ect is to change the level of surplus:
s B = (e T i e j )x B = e T i x j . The range of is thus determined simply:
?s i =x j (this is de ned to be ?1 if x j = 0, even if s i = 0). The complete range is thus ?s i =x j ; 1). In words, this says this coe cient can increase indefinitely without changing the optimality of the basis because it simply increases the level of surplus. If the coe cient decreases, however, it means that the level of surplus also decreases and is eventually driven to zero. At that point ( = ?s i =x j ), the i-th row becomes tight and the basis is on the threshold of becoming infeasible. Figure 1 shows the ranges of these three cases. We leave open how B might relate to D; the classical theory is what is reported by Gal, which is how to compute (B; p q) for any optimal basis, B.
(Recall that this leads to linear inequalities, which is why standard methods of parametric programming apply. Also note, however, that other conditions lead to linear inequalities. One such condition is B = 0, and there are others, such as the special structure of when b and c are put into the matrix | we know that leads to a system of linear inequalities on .) In the next section we use an analogous approach to determine when the optimal partition does not change. Identifying the active submatrix is the key, and when it remains unchanged, so does the optimal partition. Although this follows immediately, this fact is important enough to state as the following. The economic inferences are stronger than those of a basic optimum. For the coe cient in N , we can say there is no e ect in every optimal solution, not just for one basis. In fact, the coe cient need not be in N associated with a basis, even if it is in N associated with the optimal partition. In the other two cases, to say that the optimal partition does not change gives a qualitative result: inactive activities continue to be inactive for the range speci ed in every optimal solution to the perturbed LP. Now consider the perturbation of one coe cient in the active submatrix, say B ij . The invariance conditions reduce to the following: This leads immediately to the following two corollaries because we can restrict to be small enough that the rank of the active submatrix does not change. Proof: If B = 0, the result is contained in theorem 3. Otherwise, apply the appropriate corollary of theorem 5.
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Corollary 6.1 If the primal-dual solution is unique, the optimal partition is invariant for any matrix change with su ciently small norm.
Proof: The uniqueness implies the solution is basic, so both rank conditions in theorem 6 are true. Thus, if A is any matrix change, ( A) > 0, so scale A by s < ( A) to make the norm \su ciently small". 2 
An Example
We consider an example in some depth to illustrate the theory. We are given three fuels from which to generate electricity: coal, oil and uranium. De ne six activities, as follows:
PCL: : : purchase coal GCL: : : generate electricity from coal POL: : : purchase oil GOL: : : generate electricity from oil PUR: : :purchase uranium GUR: : :generate electricity from uranium Figure 4 shows the LP. The objective is to minimize cost, shown as the rst row, while meeting the required electricity demand, shown as the last row. Rows BCL, BOL and BUR balance the associated fuels: what is purchased must be at least as great as what is used for generation. Row LNU limits nuclear generation (from uranium): ?x GUR ?10 (, x GUR 10). Finally, row DEL is the demand for electricity. Generation from uranium is the least costly at $51 per unit of electricity generated, so its level is as much as possible, which is 10 units. This generates 4 units of electricity, leaving 6 units of electricity demand to be generated by the next cheapest fuel, which is oil. Since the oil yield is .3, the levels of POL and GOL are 20, and this sets the marginal price of electricity at $52. No electricity is generated from coal: the levels of PCL and GCL are zero in every optimal solution.
There are two optimal bases, whose tableaux are shown in gure 5. The two bases di er in which coal activities are present, to accommodate di erent events (see 5], as this is a part of Compatibility Theory). The rst tableau has the purchase activity in the basis, which is compatible with increasing the right-hand side to require a coal stockpile. In that case the level of PCL simply increases to equal the requirement. The second tableau has the generation activity in the basis, which is compatible with decreasing the right-hand side, 22 making free coal available. In that case the level of GCL increases to equal the free coal, displacing oil. Figure 6 shows the active submatrix, where the optimal partition has (x) = fPOL, PUR, GOL, GURg (activities to generate electricity from oil and uranium). . Figure 7 gives the primal-dual conditions for basis B 1 to remain optimal.
First, there is the nonsingularity condition: B is nonsingular , :3 + 6 = 0.
We strengthen this to :3 + > 0. Then, the primal conditions are simply in this example. The reason is that the second basis contains the conditions for which it is feasible and economical to generate the electricity by using the most uranium possible (row LNU remains tight, with x GUR = 10), then using oil for the remaining units. Changing the yield factors changes these proportions, but the primal conditions ensure that a total of 10 units of electricity is generated from these two fuels without using coal. The dual conditions ensure it remains economical to do so. The added dual condition to keep B 2 optimal arises because the coalred generation activity is in the basis, and if its yield becomes low enough, it is not economical to activate it, even with free coal. The way this shows up mathematically is that the coal price (y BCL ) is driven to zero as is decreased, which is the same as saying that the reduced cost of the purchase activity, d PCL , is driven to zero and would become negative with further decreases in the coal yield factor, rendering this basis as non-optimal.
The conditions in gure 7 are also su cient for the optimal partition to remain unchanged (except strict inequalities replace weak ones). In fact, the primal solution values are unique: x PCL = x GCL = 0, x PUR = x GUR = 10, x POL = x GOL = ]. An interior solution is any value in the interior of this interval, which yields the same optimal partition. Choose a particular interior solution, say the midpoint: y BCL = 9+ :33+ :3+ 7:8. This changes as a nonlinear function of the oil yield parameter, , and it is independent of the uranium yield parameter, . Another way to see this is that each interior solution, notably the analytic center, is a particular convex combination of the basic optima, and the basic optimal solutions change with those rational functions of the yield parameters. Figure 9 gives the range of each yield parameter with the other two held xed at their current values. Note that the range for the partition to remain optimal equals the rst basic range. This occurs because the events for the change are the same:
Coal yield can decrease inde nitely because it is not used and the decrease simply makes it even more uneconomical. It can increase only until it reaches .3615 (approximately), at which point it becomes equally economical as oil. For the basis to remain optimal, we have the weak inequality, :0315, which allows another basis to become optimal (with no oil used). For the partition to remain optimal, we have the strong inequality, < :0315, which disallows the coal to be an alternative optimal solution. Oil yield can decrease until it becomes equally economical to use coal.
At that threshold ( = ?:0261), both bases remain optimal but new bases become optimal that use coal instead of oil. The partition remains invariant as long as this threshold is not actually reached. Similarly, the upper limit is where oil becomes equally economical as uranium, and the same reasoning applies to give the same ranges (except the partition range is always a strict inequality). Uranium yield can decrease to become equally economical with oil, and the same reasoning applies to preserve the optimality of both bases and of the partition. The upper limit is where uranium can generate all electricity demanded (10), so no oil is used. Again, the same events apply to all three thresholds. Now suppose we x the relative rates of change and consider the oneparameter change, e T (33:33 ) 20 Note this depends only on , not on , because changes in the oil yield can be compensated by the level of generation, whereas we must maintain x GUR = 10 to have no surplus capacity (i.e., to maintain s LNU as nonbasic). The only way could a ect the primal feasibility of this basis is for it to increase so much that too much electricity is generated, but that is circumvented by the nonsingularity The rst three prices (for purchasing coal, oil and uranium) are not changed. The last inequality imposes no restriction on because the price of electricity decreases only if the yield from oil increases, and the price cannot reach zero due to the nonsingularity condition. The only inequality that imposes a restriction is from the price of nuclear capacity:
AN EXAMPLE
y LNU ( ) 0 , (67:98 ? 52 ) :4:
The value of does not a ect the dual prices of the rows, but it does appear in the reduced costs: 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS 29
In summary, the range for which the optimal partition remains invariant is at least as great as the range of the rst basis, (B 1 ; e 5 (0; 0; 0; ; ; )). (This is particular to this example, and need not be the case in general.)
Since we have rank(B) = n 0 = 4, we could also apply corollary 5.1, and come to the same conclusion: no matter what relative rates are chosen, the optimal partition remains invariant over an interval, 0; ), where > (0; 0; 0; ; ; ). This invariance means no coal is used in every optimal solution to each perturbed problem.
Concluding Comments
The derivation of the range of a matrix change for which the optimal partition does not change is analogous to that of the optimality of a basis. The actual values, however, can di er. When the partition does not change, the inference is stronger: variables that are zero remain zero in every optimal solution, not just the one at hand. One expects this range to be less than that of a basis, but this need not be so. One reason comes from the results for rim variation where it is possible to vary the right-hand sides in a certain way so that the partition does not change over a larger interval than any of the optimal bases. This fact underscores the di erence between the two kinds of solutions and their responses under perturbation.
